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The temperature of an infinite rod is measured at n points x,- at

the respective times /, and the temperatures are denoted by c{,

i =1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n. On the basis of this data, what will the bounds on

the temperature be at any point x of the rod and at any time t?

A theorem of P. C. Rosenbloom leads to a satisfactory theoretical

solution of the problem as follows.1 Consider the n + 1 functions

fi(y), • ' ■ ,fn(y), f(y), continuous on (— », »), and the numbers

Ci, ■ • ■ , cn. Let M be the class of all nondecreasing functions a(y)

such that

My)da(y) = a, i = 1,2, ■•■ , n.
-00

Then the extremum of the integral

f  f(y)da(y)
J -oo

for a(y)EM will be attained, in general, when a(y) is a step function

of at most n jumps. The application to the problem at hand follows

as a consequence of a theorem of D. V. Widder:2 if u(x, t) is a non-

negative solution of the heat equation, hu = uxx — ut = 0, then it can

be represented as

/oo
k(y — x, t)da(y)

-00

where k(z, t) = (4irt)~112 exp ( — z2/4t) and a(y) is nondecreasing.

Hence the substitutions /¿(y) =k(y — Xi, tí), u(xit tî) =c,-, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

n, and f(y)=k(y — x, t) reduce the problem to that of finding the

jumps of the extremizing function a(y).

For w = l, a solution is readily obtained. But for larger n, the alge-

braic equations involved become so highly encumbered that explicit

solutions are not obtainable. The problem for n = 1 can also be solved

with less high-powered methods. It is shown that if the tempera-
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ture is known at one point (xi, h), then the temperature will be

bounded from above at any previous time and from below at any

future time at every point of the rod. Theorem 2 of this note uses

the result to prove an analogue of Harnack's second convergence

theorem for a monotone sequence of harmonic functions bounded at

one point of a domain.

Lemma. Consider the integrals

/OO p 00

f(y)da(y), J=\    g(y)da(y)
-00 **  —00

with f(y), g(y) continuous, f(y) 9^0, g(y) < oo , and a(y) nondecreasing.

Let h(y) = g(y)/f(y). Then ifL = inf_0=<lKoo h(y) and K = sup_00<ï<00 h(y),

it follows that LI Ú JUKI.

Proof. For the last inequality, J=f1*g(y)da(y) = fl «,h(y)f(y)da(y)
= sup_0O<ï<oo h(y)flmf(y)da(y) =KI. The proof that 7 = L7 is similar.

It is interesting to note that the values for L and K are the best

possible in the inequalities. For we can find a value y0 such that

h(y0)>K — e for any e>0. Then if we choose for a(y) the function

10,   -   oo   < y < yo,
«o(y) = <

U, yo íi y < °°,

it follows that I=f(yo) and J = g(yo). Now if there exists a value Ki

with Ki<K and J^KJ, then for a0(y), (K-e)I<J^K~iI whence

by the arbitrariness of e, K<K~i, an obvious contradiction. That L

is also the best possible value is shown similarly.

Theorem 1. If u(x, t) represents a non-negative solution of the heat

equation and u(x\, ti) =Ci, then for 0<t<ti, u(x, t) ^CiH(x, t) and for

t>ti>0, u(x, ¿)=ci77(x, t), where

(x — Xi)2~

H(x, t) = (h/t)1'2 exp
(a; - *i)n

L~ 4(i-o_r
Proof. The results follow from the lemma with f(y) =k(y — Xi, ti)

and g(y) =k(y — x, t). Then 7 = Ci and J = u(x, t). We seek the infimum

and supremum of the function h(y)=k(y — x, t)/k(y — xu ti). With

the aid of the calculus it is found that

ciH(x, t)

inf     h(y),    for   0 < / < h,
— oo <i/<oo

sup     h(y)t    for   t > h > 0.
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Although the method cannot be extended for predicting tempera-

ture bounds on the basis of known temperatures at more than one

point, it can be directly applied to finding the bounds on the tem-

perature gradient.

Theorem 2. If [un(x, t)} is a monotone increasing sequence of non-

negative solutions of the heat equation (n = l, 2, • • • ), and the se-

quence is bounded at one point (xi, h) of the upper half (x,t) plane, then

the sequence converges uniformly in region \x—X\\ úA(ti — t)l!2, / = e,

for arbitrary but positive A, e. That is, the region is enclosed above the

t axis by any parabola having vertex at (xu h) and axis x = Xi.

Proof. Let Dmn(x, t)=um(x, t)—un(x, t), m>n. Then Dmn(x, t)

= 0 and 8Dmn(x, t)=0. By Theorem 1, Dmn(x, t)^Dmn(x1, h)H(x, t)

for 0</</i and all x. But since the sequence converges at (xi, h),

then givenar>0, there exists a number M(r) such that 0^7>mn(x, /)

<r for m, n>M(r). Now take m and n sufficiently large that 0

úDmn(xi, ti) <t[H(x, f)]-1. This is permissible since H(x, t) is finite

and nonzero in the described region. But then 0^Dm„(x, t) <t for

m, n>Mi(t)>M(t). This proves the theorem.
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